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What is ICF fusion and how does it work?

What is ICF fusion and how does it work?

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Epistemic challenges in ICF

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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There are fundamental elements in ICF experiments that we cannot
understand from simulations
• Progress on neutron yield has leveled off since early 2014

Ignition yield: 3x1017
Source:
S. Finnegan (LANL)
2019 HEDSA
meeting
Fort Lauderdale, FL
October 20th, 2019

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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There are fundamental elements in ICF experiments that we cannot
understand from simulations
• Directed graphs demonstrate lack of predictive understanding in yield optimization

Source:
S. Finnegan (LANL)
2019 HEDSA
meeting
Fort Lauderdale, FL
October 20th, 2019

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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There are fundamental elements in ICF experiments that we cannot
understand from simulations
• Approaching ignition boundary shows unexpected cliff in yields (and understanding! Radhydro codes CANNOT predict it.)

Source:
S. Finnegan (LANL)
2019 HEDSA
meeting
Fort Lauderdale, FL
October 20th, 2019

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Local thermal equilibrium is not a good assumption for ICF plasmas
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 60 (2018) 064001
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Figure 1. Physical regime of density and temperature in an indirectdrive ICF simulation (NIF shot N170601). Contours (dashed) show
normalized ion mean-free-paths (λii 〈Z〉4). Symbols indicate time of
(,) peak laser power, (d) shock rebound, and (×) peak burn.

Rinderknecht et al., PPCF (2018)

2.2. Experimental evidence of kinetic physics in ICF
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Four main regions in the ICF design have been identiﬁed
where kinetic phenomena are expected to play a role, either
from theoretical considerations or experimental evidence:
laser/plasma interactions during the laser drive, the hohlraum
wall/gas and wall/ablator interface, the ablator and DT ice
layer during the shock phase, and the core of the fuel during
the shock-phase and hotspot assembly. The experimental
evidence for each of these categories is described below.
Anomalies in the NIF dataset related to several of these
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FIG. 5 (color online). Radial E fields estimated from experimental measurements (open circles) and from LILAC simulations (solid circles) vs implosions times. Horizontal error bars
represent uncertainties in backlighter burn time. Vertical error
bars are about the size of the symbols.
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Mix: Exploding pusher experiments demonstrate ~10% fuel-shell mix prior to
deceleration (no hydro growth)
• Comparable D+3He shock yields for 50:50 D+3He and pure 3He fills demonstrate early
shell-D mix (~10 atomic %)
• Instability simulations and fall-line analysis rule out hydro-driven mix

Rinderknecht et al., PRL 112, 135001 (2014)
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Reactivity: Rad-hydro fails to capture reactivity decrease with decreasing
fuel fill pressure

Rosenberg,
PRL (2014)

YOC ⌘

Yieldexperimental
Yieldhydro,no mix

• Fuel fill pressure variation allows exploration of range of regimes, from fluid to kinetic (Knudsen
number)
• Discrepancies between experiments and simulations consistently increase with increasing
Knudsen numbers

Hydro

Kinetic

asmaWeStagnation
in
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Hohlraums
know magnetic field generation takes place in both hohlraum and

ms

capsule
• Evidence of strong electromagnetic fields in hohlraums [1]

Proton
radiographs

Path-integrated
B fields

MHD current
4 c-1Jz = ( B)z
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[1] Li, C. K., et al. "Study Plasma Stagnation in Laser-Driven Hohlraums." Bulletin of the American Physical Society 62 (2017).

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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These epistemic challenges could have many origins… we are focusing
on improving physics models in simulation codes
• Current ICF simulation capabilities are based on the
radiation-hydrodynamics paradigm
– Single-fluid Euler + radiation transport (diffusive or kinetic)

• Radiation transport is done reasonably well, with various
levels of fidelity available:

Kinetic

Rad-hydro Kinetic
(weakly collisional)
(LPI fast physics)

– Radiation diffusion: lowest fidelity
– Fully kinetic transport (Monte Carlo, Sn, etc): highest fidelity

• Plasma model is single-fluid Euler: asymptotic limit of
electrostatic plasma description in the high-collisionality
regime
– Assumes collisions are sufficient to keep plasma in local thermal
equilibrium
– All electromagnetic phenomena has been asymptotically ordered
out (no E, B explicit in the model)
– Accounts for electrostatic physics (E can be postprocessed), but
not for electromagnetic effects
– This is the simplest model available!
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• There is plenty of evidence of anomalies in reactivity,
compression, and mix that rad-hydro is not sufficient.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Going beyond rad-hydro: challenges and solutions

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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For weakly coupled plasmas, Vlasov-Fokker-Planck + Maxwell is the first
principle model
Ns
X

@t f↵ + rx · (~v f↵ ) + rv · (~a↵ f↵ ) =

h
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+ Maxwell’s equations…

High dimensionality (3D+3V), exceedingly multiscale
Hydrodynamics breaks down when

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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A first step: hybrid kinetic-fluid modeling of ICF capsules
(The iFP Vlasov-Fokker-Planck code)

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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A multiscale VFP solver for ICF applications
• Consider 1D-2V geometries (planar, spherical symmetry)
• Consider suitable asymptotic limits for Maxwell equations:
– Electrostatic approximation (exact in 1D spherical, b ~ 103-104 in Omega)
– Quasineutrality: r = ∑𝑞! 𝑛! = 0
– Ambipolarity: j =∑ 𝑞! 𝑛! 𝑣! = 0 (in 1D)
– Eliminates fastest time scales (plasma frequency) and smallest length scales (Debye length)

• Consider fluid electrons (although we are in the process of relaxing this assumption):
– Rigorous fluid model for multiple kinetic ion species, including thermal and friction forces (Simakov et
al, PoP 2014)
– However, it eliminates non-local heat transport effects (important; need kinetic electrons for this)

• Ions remain fully kinetic, allow for multiple species
– Kinetic electrons have been implemented, and the model is being evaluated and exercised in shocks

Taitano et al., CPC 258 (2021); JCP 365 (2018); JCP 318 (2016); JCP 297 (2015)
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Model equations: fully kinetic ions + fluid electrons
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck
for ion species
Fluid electrons
3
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Even with asymptotic simplifications, brute-force VFP algorithms
(uniform mesh, explicit timestepping) are impractical for ICF
• Mesh requirements:
– Intra species vth,max /vth,min~100
– Inter species (vth,α /vth,β)max~30
– Nv~ [10(vth,max/vth,min)x(vth,α /vth,β)]2 ~109
– Nr ~ 103-104
– N=NrNv~1012-1013 unknowns in 1D2V!

• Timestep requirements:
– tsim=10 ns
– Nt=1010 time steps

• Beyond exascale (>1023 FLOPS)!

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Our solution: algorithmic innovation!
• Fully nonlinearly time-implicit (Δt >> τcol)
• Iterate solution to convergence
• Based on an optimal multigrid preconditioned NK and AA

• Optimal, adaptive grid in phase space
• Adaptivity in velocity space based on shift and normalization to thermal speed
• Moving radial mesh in physical space to follow capsule implosion
∂v*/∂t > 0

v

Resolved cold/fast
distribution
∂v*/∂t < 0
x

∂u*/∂t > 0
Resolved hot
distribution

• Fully conservative (mass, momentum, and energy) and asymptotic
preserving (able to capture LTE solution in strongly collisional regimes)
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Adaptive mesh with implicit timestepping makes problem tractable
• Mesh requirements:
– v-space adaptivity with vth normalization and u|| shift, Nv~104-105
– Moving mesh in physical space, Nr~102
– Second-order accurate phase-space discretization
– N=NvNr~106~107 (vs. 1012 with static mesh)

• Timestep requirements:
– Optimal O(Nv) implicit nonlinear algorithms
– Second-order-accurate timestepping
– Δtimp=Δtstr~10-3 ns
– Nt~103-104 (vs. 1010 with explicit methods)

• Terascale-ready! (1012 FLOPS, any reasonable cluster)
–Currently taking a few hours on 400 cores for full capsule implosion simulations!

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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vth adaptivity provides an enabling capability to simulate ICF
plasmas
• D-e-α, 3 species thermalization problem
• Resolution with static grid:
Nv ⇠ 2

✓

vth,e,1
vth,D,0

◆2

= 140000 ⇥ 70000

• Resolution with adaptivity and
asymptotics:

Nv = 128 ⇥ 64
• Mesh savings of

⇠ 10

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Conservation of invariants is critical!

With energy conservation

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Without energy conservation
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Sample application:
Exploding pusher ICF capsule implosion

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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MIT Exploding pusher experiment

SiO2

D-3He

• Thin ablating shell (2μm)
• Shell ‘explodes’ away, leading
to high fuel temperature and
velocity (very kinetic)
• Experiments have seen
anomalous (non-hydrodynamic)
yield reduction, Yhyd/Yexp>10

Deuterium fraction

Rinderknecht et al. PRL (2015)

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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The fuel is fully kinetic throughout the simulation, leading to significant
mix of fuel and pusher

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Kinetic yield is within factor of 2 to experiment (vs. factor of 10 in rad-hydro)

• Rad-hydro yield vs exp:
– Yhydro>10Yexp

• iFP yield vs exp:
– YDD,exp/YDD ~1.98 and
YDHe3,exp/YDHe3 ~0.89
• iFP “bang time” agrees well w exp:
– tbang,exp=653ps, tbang,iFP=660ps

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Algorithmic savings in computational complexity

0
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Kinetic simulation frontier in ICF is hohlraums!
• Hohlraums perform critical energy
conversion process from laser to X-rays
• Hohlraum environment is rarefied (or
vacuum) ⇒ kinetic effects are important,
cannot be modelled with rad-hydro
– Plasma expansion into vacuum
– Multiple ion species
– Beam interpenetration

• Large electromagnetic fields have been
measured in hohlraums, cannot be
neglected
• Hohlraum modeling uncertainty is
preventing progress in ICF implosion
optimization towards ignition
• At LANL, we have started developing the
first multi-D hybrid kinetic ion/fluid electron
code for hohlraum modeling.
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Rad-hydro
High-collisionality (fluid)

Our approach
Arbitrary collisionality (kinetic)
Multiple ion kinetic species

Single quasi-neutral fluid,
no B field

Fluid electrons + HOT electrons
Fully electromagnetic

Linear LPI

Nonlinear LPI

Radiation transport (IMC, Sn)

Radiation transport (HOLO-DP)

LTE and NLTE atomic physics
Laser ray tracing (Mazinisin, in collaboration with LLE)
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Conclusions and future work
• There is evidence of a predictability cliff in ICF capsule performance, of unknown origin.
• We are focusing on improving ICF physics simulation models
– ICF plasmas feature EM effects in a variety of collisionality regimes, and need beyond-RH simulation
capabilities

• At LANL, we have developed the first conservative, multiscale 1D-2V kinetic simulation
code (iFP) capable of modeling spherical ICF implosions with arbitrary Z ions (and soon
kinetic electrons!)
– Implicit, scalable, adaptive, equilibrium preserving, strictly conserving
– Has been verified against hydro limit and other kinetic codes (not shown)
– Able to simulate full spherical implosion of fuel pusher in a few hours; good agreement with experiments

• Future efforts will focus on developing a beyond-RH simulation tool for hohlraum
environments
– We have initiated a 3-year project at LANL starting in Oct. 2020
– Will feature multiple kinetic ion species and hot electrons, kinetic radiation
– Will be fully electromagnetic
– Will employ the state of the art in LPI and laser ray tracing
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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